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The book commences with a discussion of the policy issues as to whether Australia needed
submarines and then the decision to buy AE1 and AE2. It then goes through their coming to
Australia, the tragic loss of AE1 in New Guinea on 14 September 1914 and the bravery and
daring of the AE2 crew in penetrating the Dardanelles on Anzac Day in 1915. The history then
goes on to deal with the J-Class submarines that came to Australia in 1919, the first Oxley and
Otway (which went to the RN in the Depression in 1931), and the fact that in World War Two,
Australia had no submarines except for the Dutch K IX whose career ended with a battery
explosion in 1944. Then the period of the RN Fourth Submarine Squadron based in Sydney is
dealt with, including some of the happy memories of those who served in it. The book sets out
the story of the new RAN submarine arm from 1963. When Oxley (S 57) arrived in Neutral Bay,
Sydney, in 1967, so began the new Australian era of submarines. The basic dates of the O
Boats are outlined, along with the building and basic dates of the Collins class. The book deals
with some of the issues about the intelligence patrols, about the Future Submarine and also
records the numerous plaques, services, memorials and museums in Australia and overseas
dedicated to Australian submarines and Australian and NZ submariners. There is a detailed
chapter on special submarine craft such as the X-Craft in which some of the submarine heroes
like Max Sheean, Henty Henty-Creer and Ken Briggs served, and in some cases died. The
appendices to this book are numerous and detailed by a strong team from around the world,
including Garry Mellon, Barrie Downer and Pat Heffernan. Numerous photographs have been
collected and included in the book to fit in with the text from Darren Brown and others. The
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appendices also list all Australian submariners who have qualified and served up until
mid-2014, including those who have died.
A gripping first-hand account of the combat operations and life of a member of the secretive
and elite South African Special Forces, known as 'Recces'. South African Special Forces,
known as the 'Recces', are an elite group of soldiers that few can aspire to join. Shrouded in
secrecy due to the covert nature of their work, the legendary Recces have long fascinated, but
little is known about how they operate. Now one of this select band has written a tell-all book
about the extraordinary missions he embarked on and the nail-biting action he experienced in
the Border War. Shortly after passing the infamously grueling Special Forces selection course
in the early 1980s, Koos Stadler joined the so-called Small Teams group at 5 Reconnaissance
Regiment. This sub-unit was made up of two-man teams and was responsible for numerous
secret and highly dangerous missions deep behind enemy lines. With only one other team
member, Stadler was sent to blow up railway lines and enemy fighter jets in the south of
Angola. As he crawled in and out of enemy-infested territory, he stared death in the face many
times.
This seminal work documents the clandestine sea borne operations undertaken by South
Africa’s 4 Reconnaissance Commando Regiment. It breathtakingly reveals the versatility and
effectiveness of this elite unit which worked with a range of other South African and Rhodesian
forces, including the Rhodesian SAS, to engage in a range of raiding and war fighting
activities. These operations saw the clandestine reconnaissance of harbors, the sinking of
enemy shipping and the destruction of shore installations in Angola and Mozambique. Just
some of the tasks undertaken by this extraordinary maritime capability which totaled no more
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than 45 operators, both black and white! With unparalleled access to previously secret
material, the authors, both of whom worked to develop 4 Recce’s operating capabilities, trace
the origins of the Regiment back to the 1970’s when the South African’s determined the need
for a maritime force projection capability. They relate how maritime doctrine was developed
within South Africa’s wider Special Forces capability and how joint operational approaches
were configured with the South African Navy. This saw the development of a range of
swimmer, reconnaissance, diving and boat operator training courses, along with the design of
specialist raiding craft and amphibious assault platforms, which were originated to operate
from the Navy’s existing shipping and submarines. All of which demonstrated the immense
potential of this newly emergent force and the resourcefulness of its individual operators.
Required to successfully complete a grueling selection process, the operators of 4 Recce were
relentlessly tested to prove their physical and mental mettle, not to mention their leadership
skills and initiative. Steyn and Söderlund’s chronological analysis of the operations undertaken
by 4 Recce and the South African Navy is stunning to behold. They impartially detail the secret
and specialized actions which saw both success and failure. From Cabinda on the West Coast
to Tanzania on the East, 4 Recce, and whose existence and capability was largely kept secret
even within the South African Defence Force, conducted numerous clandestine raids. They
attacked shipping and strategic targets such as oil facilities, transport infrastructure and even
ANC offices. And sometimes the raids did go wrong, spectacularly so in one instance when
two operators were killed and Captain Wynand Du Toit was captured. He was later paraded in
front of the world’s media, much to the embarrassment of the South African government. This
is a fascinating work and one that will enthrall anyone with an interest in Special Forces
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operations. Profusely illustrated with many previously unpublished photographs, it stands as a
testament to the author’s endeavors as, respectively, the former Operations Commander of 4
Recce and the former Commander Task Group of the SA Navy - as well as the incredible
operators of 4 Recce. Explosive and compulsive, Iron Fist from the Sea takes you right to the
raging surf; to the adrenaline and fear that is sea borne raiding...
On 21 May 1980, under the codename Operation Tiro-Tiro, 32 Battalion attacked and routed a
FAPLA brigade at Savate, a small Angolan town 75 kilometres north of the border with South
West Africa. Fifteen members of 32 Battalion were killed in the action and many more
wounded. It was the highest South African casualty rate in a single skirmish since the start of
the Border War. Overall, however, Savate was a significant victory for 32 Battalion. FAPLA
suffered heavy casualties and the invaders captured a great many vehicles, weapons,
ammunition and other equipment. Operation Tiro-Tiro, or the Battle of Savate as it became
known, was the first time the SADF had engaged FAPLA in battle since 1975. And, despite the
record number of casualties, it was 32 Battalion’s biggest victory since its formation in March
1976. While the Border War came to an end in 1989 and 32 Battalion was disbanded in March
1993, to this day a remem-brance service and parade is held annually on the Sunday closest
to 21 May to commemorate the Battle of Savate and to remember 32 Battalion’s victory and
the price they paid. Drawing from official documents in the Department of Defence
Documentation Centre that have only recently been declassified and from testimonies of
soldiers on both sides, The Battle of Savate is the definitive account of one of the greatest
battles of the Border War, describ¬ing in detail the operation, its motivation and planning, its
achievements and failures, and vividly recreating the experience of what happened on the
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ground.
RecceSmall Team Missions Behind Enemy LinesCasemate
How to Undertake Surveillance and Reconnaissance offers you a systemic way to learn about
these fascinating subjectswhat they are and what they are not. In doing so, it will teach you
how to employ the unique tradecraft associated with these interesting occupation in order to
help you plan and carry out your own recon missions. In a world of growing complexity, you
cannot afford to learn by trial-and-error or guess-work. This book steps you through the
background to surveillance and reconnaissance, describe their use, and explain how they are
conducted. It also looks at the essential pieces of equipment and training necessary to carryout a successful mission. In addition, it discusses what's required to plan for a recon mission.
Moreover, you'll learn how you can effectively deal with the reconnaissance efforts of your
opposition who are targeting youcounterreconnaissance. Each chapter of this well referenced
and thoroughly indexed book contains a list of key words and phrases, study questions, and a
few learning activities that will assist you with your study of reconnaissance.
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Silver Cross recipient, Mike Borlace is considered to be one of the most experienced
combat helicopter pilots of recent times. Now he collates his experiences in this
compelling wartime memoir set against the backdrop of the civil war fought in Rhodesia
during the 1970s. Helicopters were a vital component of the small Rhodesian Defence
Force and as part of special forces, Borlace and his fellow aircrew soon became key
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weapons in the counterinsurgency operations. Adopting new flexible tactics and
blending stealth with courage, they carried the fight by air to the heart of the enemy,
establishing a fearsome reputation. In this vivid history, Borlace chronicles the story of
airmen, soldiers and leading figures such as Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe’s
communist backed guerillas from the perspective of a professional officer at the sharp
end. In Spider Zero Seven, Borlace humorously recounts the training, living conditions
and hardships of his time in the forces. He also touchingly depicts the human side of
the military through his portrayals of his fellow pilots, technicians, medics, nurses and
flying with his dog Doris. Out of the 1096 days he served as a pilot in 7 Squadron,
Borlace spent 739 days on combat operations. During his 149 contacts with the enemy
he was shot down five times and wounded twice. He is one of only five recipients of the
Silver Cross, the highest gallantry award given by the air force. With this authority he
gives a powerful insight into the violent events of a brutal conflict, in a book that will
appeal not only to those interested in military history, but also to a wider readership who
enjoy a personal, true-life adventure.
Explores the doctrinal, strategic, and tactical ideas behind World War II tank combat
Contains detailed maps and diagrams Critiques the performances of commanders like
George Patton, Bernard Montgomery, and others Focusing on five Allied tank
operations from July to September 1944--Operations Goodwood, Cobra, Totalize, and
Tractable and Patton's tank battles around Arracourt--armor expert Roman Jarymowycz
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draws on after-action reports, extensive battlefield reconnaissance, recently discovered
battle performance reviews, and war diaries to evaluate the successes and failures of
the art of armored warfare as practiced by Allied tank commanders in France in 1944.
Represents the vast experience of the world's leading experts in field hospital
deployment in disasters and conflicts.
Since the advent of special forces units in World War II, governments and armies have
trained small, elite teams of soldiers to perform operations deemed too risky or
demanding for regular troops. Training to enter the special forces is harsh in the
extreme, and the few who enter the ranks of the elite can expect a life of intense
operational danger. Special forces missions include counter-insurgency, hostage
rescue, sabotage, spying, covert surveillance and force ambush. Most of these
operations are performed deep behind hostile lines or within enemy strongholds. With a
battlefield effect out of all proportion to their numbers, special forces today are usually
the first into combat and the last out. The Encyclopedia of the World’s Special Forces
is the most comprehensive guide available to the world’s elite forces. Units are
arranged by the type of mission that they specialize in; Sea, Land, Air and CounterRevolutionary Warfare. Each entry includes detailed and authoritative information about
the unit, its history, tactics, weapons and equipment used, and many have thrilling
accounts of operations both past and recent. A special section on the training and
selection of methods of a select few units, including the US Delta Force and British
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SAS, details just what it takes to become a member of the elite. Highly illustrated
throughout with photographs and artworks bringing the text to life, The Encyclopedia of
the World’s Special Forces will appeal to anyone who has ever wanted to find out more
about the world of the special forces soldier.
This book is a most thorough and detailed review of all the fixed wing losses suffered
by the USAF, USN and USMC over a 12-year period. The information, culled from a
huge variety of sources, is a chronological recording of each aircraft loss including
information on unit, personnel, location, and cause of loss. Information is also provided
on the background or future career of some of the aircrew involved. Interspersed with
the main text is general background information which helps to put the detailed entries
into perspective and includes material on campaigns, units, aircraft and weapons, and
other relevant topics. A selection of photographs is included, illustrating the various
entries in the chronological sections, and there are extensive orders of battle, plus an
index of personnel, as well as statistics of the war, list of abbreviations, glossary of
code names and a bibliography.
Executive Outcomes was the title of the most successful private army of modern times.
In Angola, Sierra Leone and Papua New Guinea, it stepped in while the UN revealed
itself as little more than a debating society. But the motives of this mercenary army are
open to question: was it more interested in protecting Sierra Leone's diamond mines
than the people caught up in a savage guerilla war? Journalist Jim Hooper followed
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Executive Outcomes on operations all over Africa and in this book reveals the story of a
mercenary army in action.
Following the publication of Al Venter’s successful Portugal’s Guerrilla Wars in Africa shortlisted by the New York Military Affairs Symposium’s 'Arthur Goodzeit Book Award
for 2013' - his Battle for Angola delves still further into the troubled history of this former
Portuguese African colony. This is a completely fresh work running to almost 600 pages
including 32 pages of color photos, with the main thrust on events before and after the
civil war that followed Lisbon’s over-hasty departure back to the metrópole. There are
also several sections that detail the role of South African mercenaries in defeating the
rebel leader Dr Jonas Savimbi (considered by some as the most accomplished guerrilla
leader to emerge in Africa in the past century). There are many chapters that deal with
Pretoria’s reaction to the deteriorating political and military situation in Angola, the role
of the Soviets and mercenaries in the political transition, as well as the civil war that
followed. With the assistance of several notable military authorities he elaborates in
considerable detail on South Africa’s 23-year Border War, from the first guerrilla
incursions to the last. In this regard he received solid help from the former the head of 4
Reconnaissance Regiment, Colonel Douw Steyn, who details several cross-border
Recce strikes, including the sinking by frogmen of two Soviet ships and a Cuban
freighter in an Angolan deepwater port. Throughout, the author was helped by a variety
of notable authorities, including the French historian Dr René Pélissier and the
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American academic and former naval aviator Dr John (Jack) Cann. With their
assistance, he covers several ancillary uprisings and invasions, including the Herero
revolt of the early 20th century; the equally troubled Ovambo insurrection, as well as
the invasion of Angola by the Imperial German Army in the First World War. Former
deputy head of the South African Army Major General Roland de Vries played a
seminal role. It was he - dubbed ‘South Africa’s Rommel’ by his fellow commanders who successfully nurtured the concept of ‘mobile warfare’ where, in a succession of
armored onslaughts ‘thin-skinned’ Ratel Infantry Fighting Vehicles tackled Soviet main
battle tanks and thrashed them. There is a major section on South African Airborne –
the ‘Parabats’ –by Brigadier-General McGill Alexander, one of the architects of that
kind of warfare under Third World conditions. Finally, the role of Cuban Revolutionary
Army receives the attention it deserves: officially there were almost 50,000 Cuban
troops deployed in the Angolan war, though subsequent disclosures in Havana suggest
that the final total was much higher.
Special Forces information concerning history, medal of honor recipients, and small unit
tactics (platoon and below)
Most people think of snipers as shooters perched in urban hides, dealing out death
unseen from a considerable distance. But this description barely scratches the surface.
Special operations snipers are men with stacked skill sets who have the ability to turn
the tide of battles, even when they aren't pulling the trigger. Snipers have played an
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outsized role in the War on Terror that has earned them the Medal of Honor, Navy
Cross, and countless other honors. These are the most experienced warriors on the
battlefield, oftentimes the units' best assaulters with years of door-kicking under their
belt. These are the men who run ops in small teams across borders, or dress like locals
and pull off high-risk vehicle reconnaissance and singleton missions in non-permissive
environments. MODERN AMERICAN SNIPERS tells the inside story of some of the
most heroic patriots in recent American history by the friends and colleagues who knew
them best, including: * The Legend – Chris Kyle, SEAL Team 3 Chief and the most
lethal sniper in U.S. military history * The Reaper – Nick Irving, the first African
American to serve as a sniper in the 3rd Ranger Battalion, and its deadliest, with 33
confirmed kills * Robert Horrigan, Delta sniper who played a critical role in Operation
Anaconda * Don Hollenbaugh, Delta Operator who earned the Distinguished Service
Cross while embedded with a Marine platoon in the First Battle of Fallujah * And many
more
In an alternate reality … set in the future … Will there be War??!! Will the crew of the
Tigris survive!! The Ganymede Incident was the spark that would ignite the flames of
conflict between Earth and Mars, pitting the two civilizations of the Commonwealth
against each other for supremacy, control, preservation of “way of life”, or whatever
deeper motives there were. With the mysterious “Sentinel” discovered on Ganymede
being retrieved for further analysis and investigation, Captain Olivia Chu and her crew
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of the Tigris, as well as Captain Hilmi Bakar and his team of Malayan Rangers – are
immediately assigned to new missions, both being engulfed in secrecy and distrust, at a
critical juncture of the growing conflict as both Earth and Mars make their first military
moves. Meanwhile, the shady Dr. Rodrigues shifts his focus towards a young boy from
Detroit. What is the relationship between this child, and the “Sentinel”, if there even is
one anyway? Is this boy, or others “similar to him”, a missing piece of the bigger
puzzle? If so, how? Explore “Journey’s End”, which is Book Two of the First Contact
Saga from the Unity Macroverse, picking up after where Book One, “Marooned” left off.
Loyalties are tested. Old rivals cross paths. Internal conflicts are exposed. Signs of
invisible hands at play begin to surface.
Many books have been written about military parachuting, in particular about famous
parachute operations like Crete and Arnhem in the Second World War and notable parachute
units like the British Parachute Regiment and the US 101st Airborne Division, but no previous
book has covered the entire history of the use of the parachute in warfare. That is why
Nikolaos Theotokis’s study is so valuable. He traces in vivid detail the development of
parachuting over the last hundred years and describes how it became a standard tactic in
twentieth-century conflicts. As well as depicting a series of historic parachute operations all
over the world, he recognizes the role of airmen in the story, for they were the first to use the
parachute in warfare when they jumped from crippled aeroplanes in combat conditions
Adapting the parachute for military purposes occurred with extraordinary speed during the First
World War and, by the time of the Second World War, it had become an established technique
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for special operations and offensive actions on a large scale. The range of parachute drops
and parachute-led attacks was remarkable, and all the most dramatic examples from the world
wars and lesser conflicts are recounted in this graphic and detailed study. The role played by
parachute troops as elite infantry is also a vital part of the narrative, as is the way in which
techniques of air assault have evolved since the 1970s.
‘Shortly after we took off from the check point I saw an old Opel with young men trying to pass
us... I remember the cracks of the AK-47 bullets when it came through our windscreen. Our
driver drew his pistol and fired back with his right hand while trying to control the speeding
vehicle with his left.’ Johan Raath and a security team were escorting American engineers to a
power plant south of Baghdad when they were ambushed. He had first arrived in Iraq only two
weeks before. This was a small taste of what was to come over the next 13 years he worked
there as a private military contractor (PMC). His mission? Not to wage war but to protect lives.
Raath acted as a bodyguard for VIPs and, more often, engineers who were involved in
construction projects to rebuild the country after the 2003 war. His physical and mental
endurance was tested to the limit in his efforts to safeguard construction sites that were
regularly subjected to mortar and suicide attacks. Key to his survival was his training as a
Special Forces operator, or Recce. Working in places called the Triangle of Death and driving
on the ‘Hell Run’, Raath had numerous hair-raising experiences. As a trained combat medic
he also helped to save people’s lives after two suicide bomb attacks on sites he then worked
at.
This riveting account is the first book on the war in Iraq by a South African. It offers a rare
glimpse into the world of private military contractors and the realities of everyday life in one of
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the world's most violent conflict zones.
This book describes how the United States Air Force tactical reconnaissance units operated
from the end of World War II until the 1970s. This was an immensely active period that also
included major conflicts in Korea and Vietnam. It was also a period of rapid technological
development in aircraft and photographic techniques. The book includes the following:
Introduction: The post war period in Europe and the East. The Korean Conflict and the role of
the 67th TRW from 1950 to 1954. The role of the highly secret RF-86 missions over Red China
and the Soviet Far East in the early to mid '50s. Also the RB-57A missions out of Bitburg and
Yokota flying clandestinely over the Soviet Union and the RF-100A missions that were flown
over the Soviet Union from Turkey, Rhine Maine and Yokota. United States Air Forces in
Europe. The Cuban Missile Crisis and the role of the RF-101 Voodoos and RB-66s. Highly
Illustrated with 164 colour & 221 Mono photos, 13 colour profiles and 9 colour insignia. Profiles
designed by Robbie Robson.
Simplified Chinese edition of No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the Mission That Killed
Osama Bin Laden - a New York Times bestseller. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Odom offers an insider's account of the events before, during, and after the genocide that has
killed over 3 million Rwandans. A defense attache and foreign area specialist in the Army who
spent over 18 months in Rwanda, Odom focuses on two U.S. embassies, intelligence
operations, U.N. peacekeeping efforts, and regional reactions.

Covers the history of the entire African continent, from prehistory to the present
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day A Companion to African History embraces the diverse regions, subject
matter, and disciplines of the African continent, while also providing chronological
and geographical coverage of basic historical developments. Two dozen essays
by leading international scholars explore the challenges facing this relatively new
field of historical enquiry and present the dynamic ways in which historians and
scholars from other fields such as archaeology, anthropology, political science,
and economics are forging new directions in thinking and research. Comprised of
six parts, the book begins with thematic approaches to African history—exploring
the environment, gender and family, medical practices, and more. Section two
covers Africa’s early history and its pre-colonial past—early human adaptation,
the emergence of kingdoms, royal power, and warring states. The third section
looks at the era of the slave trade and European expansion. Part four examines
the process of conquest—the discovery of diamonds and gold, military and social
response, and more. Colonialism is discussed in the sixth section, with chapters
on the economy transformed due to the development of agriculture and mining
industries. The last section studies the continent from post World War II all the
way up to modern times. Aims at capturing the enthusiasms of practicing
historians, and encouraging similar passion in a new generation of scholars
Emphasizes linkages within Africa as well as between the continent and other
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parts of the world All chapters include significant historiographical content and
suggestions for further reading Written by a global team of writers with unique
backgrounds and views Features case studies with illustrative examples In a field
traditionally marked by narrow specialisms, A Companion to African History is an
ideal book for advanced students, researchers, historians, and scholars looking
for a broad yet unique overview of African history as a whole.
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